Abstract-This paper presents a new system which automatically identifies conflicts between multiple UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) and proposes the most effective solution considering the available computation time. The system detects conflicts using an algorithm based on axis-aligned minimum bounding box and resolves them cooperatively using a collision-free trajectory planning algorithm based on a simple one-at-a-time strategy to quickly compute a feasible but non-optimal initial solution and a stochastic optimization technique named Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to improve the initial solution. PSO modifies the 4D trajectories of the UAVs with an overall minimum cost. Determining optimal trajectories with short time intervals during the execution of the mission is not feasible, hence an anytime approach using PSO is applied. This approach yields trajectories whose quality improves when available computation time increases. Thus, the method could be applied in realtime depending on the available computation time. The method has been validated with simulations in scenarios with multiple UAVs in a common workspace.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cooperative missions with multiple UAVs present important advantages to carry out different missions such as surveillance, mapping, exploration, data collection, fire detection and monitoring, etc. [1] . In these missions the problem is to maintain as much as possible the trajectories planned and meet the Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) of each UAV to perform coordinated missions. Therefore a system of collision-free 4D trajectory planning is required to ensure the safety of the mission.
General concepts and methods on path planning could be applied in order to solve the problem. A review of these methods with a comprehensive mathematical discussion is presented in [2] . Among these methods could be highlighted: potential fields [3] , graph search like A* and D* [4] and Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) [5] . Other kind of methods have been proposed such as evolutionary techniques [6] [7] [8] , particle swarm optimization [9] and multi-objective evolutionary algorithms [10] .
The problem of trajectory planning is NP-hard [11] [12] . Some differential constraints given by the model of the UAV should be considered to make the problem tractable. Sampling-based techniques, as opposed to combinatorial planning, are usually preferred in these NP-hard problems. These planning schemes are appropiated when the solution space is hard to model or unknown a priori because of its dynamic nature.
Furthermore, planning optimal collision-free trajectories for multiple UAV leads to optimization problems with multiple local minimum in most cases and, thus, local optimization methods as gradient-based techniques are not well suited to solve it. The application of evolutionary techniques or particle swarm optimization is an efficient and effective alternative for this problem, since they are global optimization methods.
The Conflict Detection and Resolution (CDR) problem has also been studied extensively and different types of techniques have been proposed [13] . One method to resolve conflicts is based on the speed assignment [14] . In this method the speed profile for all the aerial vehicles involved in a collision is computed in a centralized way to solve the conflict. A method based on mixedinteger linear programming (MILP) is presented in [15] . It resolves the conflict by changing speed to a large number of aerial vehicles subject to velocity change constraints, but some conflicts cannot be solved. Other method resolves pairwise conflicts [16] but do not consider more UAVs. More methods based on MILP to avoid collisions are presented in [17] and [18] . The method for multiple-UAV conflict avoidance proposed in [19] assumes that UAVs fly at constant altitude with varying velocities and that conflicts are resolved in the horizontal plane using heading change, velocity change, or a combination thereof. Methods based on Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithms have also been proposed [20] . In [21] , the application of a game theory approach to airborne conflict resolution is presented. These techniques present a disadvantage: they are not well suited for applications that require a high level of scalability for the application to many UAVs.
The ARCAS FP7 European Project [22] is developing a cooperative free-flying robot system for assembly and structure construction. The AR-CAS system will use aerial vehicles (helicopters and quadrotors) with multi-link manipulators for assembly tasks [23] . The aerial vehicles carry structure parts that will be assembled at the target destination. An important part in ARCAS is cooperative assembly planning and safe trajectory generation to perform the coordinated missions, assuring that neither the aerial vehicles nor the manipulators or the objects carried collide with each other. This paper presents a system to plan collisionfree 4D trajectories, which automatically identifies conflicts between multiple UAVs and proposes the most effective solution considering the available computation time. The detection algorithm is based on axis-aligned minimum bounding box. The cooperative 4D trajectory planning algorithm is based on a stochastic global optimization technique named Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO).
Moreover, a simple one-at-a-time strategy is considered to quickly compute a feasible but nonoptimal solution, which is taken as the initial point. The choice of PSO is based on its low computational overheads and faster solution convergence compared to genetic algorithms and other evolutionary algorithms [24] . Each UAV changes its trajectory to solve the detected conflicts collaborating with the rest of UAVs. The approach to solve the conflicts is to add an intermediate waypoint to the initial trajectory and/or change the speed to meet the ETA. This system presents two main advantages: its low execution time and its scalability.
On the other hand, computing time of most optimization methods is not deterministic, and most published works either do not consider computing time or simply show that in average it is much less than the available time to get a solution, thus wasting available computing time. The proposed system adopts an anytime approach to resolve the conflicts, it is able to provide a flyable solution at any time, and it will be more or less close to the optimum depending on the available time. Thus, valid trajectories whose quality improves when available computation time increases are yielded. Therefore, this system can be used with low available computation time although the quality of the solution will not be optimal.
The paper is organized into five sections. The formulation of the problem and requirements of the ARCAS project are presented in Section II. The proposed system is described in Section III. Section IV presents the simulations performed. Finally the conclusions are detailed in Section V.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The problem considered in this paper is the collision-free 4D trajectory planning of multiple UAVs to perform the coordinated missions proposed by the ARCAS project (http://www.arcasproject.eu). Figure 1 shows the inputs and output considered in the corresponding task to perform in the project.
Firstly an initial assembly planning is generated to build the structure and spatial trajectories are computed to implement this plan. The deviations of aerial robots from these trajectories could be significant due to perturbations (i.e. wind). Furthermore, the planned trajectories for assembly are spatial trajectories. Then, the system should compute collision-free 4D trajectories when a conflict is detected during the execution of the mission. A trajectory is defined by a sequence of waypoints and the ETA to the last waypoint. UAVs share a common workspace and the separation between them should be greater than a given safety distance. It is assumed that heading and velocity changes are allowed to solve the conflicts. Therefore, the solution considers the addition of intermediate waypoints to the trajectory and changes of speed to meet the ETA. This latter is important to meet it in coordinated missions. The proposed system detects potential conflicts and computes a collision-free 4D trajectory for each UAV. All UAVs cooperate to solve the problem. The information that the system needs in order to solve the problem is the following: 1) Initial flight plan of each UAV.
2) Parameters of the model of each UAV 3) Location of each UAV 4) ETA of each UAV 5) The available computation time The objective is to find collision-free 4D trajectories that minimize the probability of having a collision while minimizing the changes of waypoints and speed for each UAV. Moreover, the Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) will be met to perform the mission of the ARCAS project.
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
This section describes the blocks of the proposed system to resolve the detected conflicts (see Figure 2 ). First, a detection algorithm based on axis-aligned minimum bounding box is implemented to detect possible conflict from all the 4D trajectories. Then, a collision-free 4D trajectory planning algorithm based on a fast initial feasible solution and PSO is implemented to solve the detected conflicts. The available computation time is considered and the quality of the solution improves when this time increases. 
A. Axis-aligned minimum bounding box for detection
The detection algorithm is based on axis-aligned minimum bounding box. This technique presents as advantages the low execution time and the need of few parameters to describe the system. On the other hand, it presents two disadvantages: it is not very accurate and it depends on the coordinate axes.
The ARCAS project uses aerial robots (autonomous quadrotors or helicopters) with a multilink arm attached to the bottom of the aerial robot to carry out the manipulation and assembly tasks. These UAVs should grasp different structural parts and transport them to the corresponding assembly location. To avoid collisions between the UAVs (including the arms and the grasped objects), a security envelope is defined around each one. Each UAV security envelope is approximated by two boxes joined together: a horizontal box that covers the aerial robot and its rotors and a vertical box, which surrounds the arm and the transported object (see Figure 3) . Each box is defined by the intersection of three intervals, one by axis. The measurement of the horizontal box is related to the minimum horizontal separation between UAV considering the arm and the grasped object, and the vertical box is related to the vertical separation. Therefore, the minimum separation, S, between two UAVs is defined by the dimension of both joined boxes. A collision is detected when there is an overlapping between the intervals that define each box (see Figure 3) . Thus, the 3D problem is reduced to three problems of overlapping, one in each coordinate axis. Let us consider the intervals in one coordinate A = [A i , A e ] and B = [B i , B e ]. The condition of overlapping for this coordinate is given by: 
B. 4D trajectory planning algorithm
The collision-free 4D trajectory planning algorithm is based on obtaining a feasible initial solution very fast, and then optimizing the solution using the PSO method, which is an heuristic global optimization algorithm. PSO is iterative, and the solution improves with time. Thus, it is guaranteed that a feasible solution is available at any time, and that this solution will improve its quality if there is more execution time available.
The initial solution can be obtained with a simple one-at-a-time strategy: when there is a possible conflict between several UAVs, one of them moves to its destination point while the others stay hovering at the initial position, then the next UAV goes to its target position, and so on. By moving only one UAV at a time, the conflict is avoided. On the other hand, the solution is far from the optimum since the total time will be much higher than the ETA. Other velocity planning methods to quickly compute initial solutions have been also implemented using the two velocities and the greedy approach described in [25] .
There are some situations in which the conflict cannot be solved only by changing the speeds of the involved UAVs. This is the case when a frontal collision is detected, for example. In these cases, the path must be changed and the roundabout technique can be a good candidate [26] . The main idea is to make the involved aircrafts circle the conflict in the same direction. The radius of the circle should be long enough to ensure collisionfree trajectories and to provide flyable trajectories.
The PSO algorithm was first proposed in [27] . It is developed from swarm intelligence and is based on the research of bird and fish flock movement behavior. It works by maintaining a swarm of particles that move around in the search-space influenced by both the improvements discovered by the other particles (social behavior) and the improvements made by the particle so far (greedy behavior). Its main advantages are its simplicity, easy implementation and the existence of few parameters to tune when comparing with other evolutionary algorithms.
In this paper, we consider that the initial position is known and the final waypoint of each UAV should be the same as the one in the initial trajectory. Moreover, the ETA to the final waypoint should be met. Therefore, the goal of this algorithm is to obtain collision-free 4D trajectories by adding one intermediate waypoint in the trajectory of each UAV and changing the speed to meet the ETA while minimizing the following cost function:
where N is the total number of UAVs in the system, L i is the total length of i th trajectory, ∆v i is the change of speed of each UAV to meet its ETA, k is a factor to convert to distance, and ω c is the collision penalty that will be added if the new trajectories still lead to collisions in the system or if at least one unfeasible plan is generated. This function can be easily modified in order to take into account energy analysis and other operational costs. Note that the approach considered is centralized.
The implemented algorithm is based on [28] . Let S be the number of particles in the swarm, each particle is defined by a state vector x i in the search-space and a velocity vector v i . This state vector contains the information about the location of the intermediate waypoint and the velocity in the first sector of the trajectory of each UAV. Note that the speed in the second sector is calculated so the ETA to the final waypoint is the same as in the original trajectory.
In first place, the swarm is initialized by randomly assigning initial locations and velocities with an uniform distribution. Then a special particle containing the initial solution is added to ensure the existence of one conflict-free solution at any time.
Let p i be the best known state vector of particle i and let g be the best known state vector of the entire swarm. These are recalculated whenever a new iteration is obtained.
Then the exploration loop is executed. In each iteration, both the state vector and the velocity of each particle are updated by applying the expressions indicated in steps 10 and 11 (see Algorithm 1):
The most important parameters in this formula are the social weight, φ g , and the local weight, φ p . ω is the inertia weight. r g and r p are vectors where each component is generated at randomly with an uniform U (0, 1) distribution. Local and global best state vectors are also updated if necessary (steps 13-15).
The exploration loop can be finished by using many different termination criteria. Among these criteria a timeout condition and a convergence condition (most of the individuals lay in to a tight region of the search space) are the common approaches. In this paper, the algorithm concludes when the available computation time is reached.
The parameters φ g and φ p have been tuned by performing several tests with the same conditions and only changing one parameter at a time. These parameters are usually selected in the interval [0, 1]. In our case, the best values found were φ g = 0.9 and φ p = 0.1.
Algorithm 1 Basic PSO algorithm 1. for Each particle do 2.
Initialize each particle's state vector x i with the desired probability function 3. Initialize particle best state vector
If f (p i ) < f (g) update the swarm best state vector g ← x i 5.
Initialize each particle's velocity vector v i . An uniform distribution is usually used. 6 . end for 7. repeat 8.
for Each particle do Pick random numbers r g r p with U (0, 1) 10.
Update the particle's velocity:
Update the particle's state vector:
Update the particle's best known state vector 14. if f (x i ) < f (g) then 15. Update the swarm's best known state vector g ← x i
16.
end if 17. end if 18. end for 19. until A termination criterion is met IV. SIMULATIONS A comprehensive set of simulations have been carried out to validate the proposed system. Also, a random generation process of the test considered has been performed to evaluate the system.
A. Test set design
The definition of a metric plays an important role to evaluate the results. In cases of motion planning problems for only one mobile object, there are some de facto benchmark standards in the academic context, like the bug trap or the alpha test [29] . However, this is not the case when dealing with planning of multiple mobile objects.
In the work presented in this paper, a test set has been developed in a given scenario to validate the ASCDR system and to provide a way to measure the properties of the system regarding time of execution, optimization and level of scalability with number of vehicles. Furthermore, the test set and the design methodology can be useful for comparison with other methods.
The considered scenario has a base of 10x10 dimensional units. Different problems are defined by considering a random generation process. Each problem is formulated as a set of entry and exit points located in one of the lateral sides of the scenario.
The adopted strategy is regressive. Random candidate solutions are generated and the problem is defined using them when they are found.
The random generation process of the tests is performed following the Algorithm 2. For each vehicle, an entry side is randomly chosen, selecting a uniformly random number between 1 and 4 (line 4). Then, the exit side is randomly selected from the resting 3 sides (line 5). Entry and exit points are randomly selected from the corresponding side while test is not valid do
3:
for each aircraft do
4:
Choose a random entry side 5: Choose a random exit side from the resting 3 6: Choose entry and exit points from the corresponding entry and exit sides 7: Add M random intermediate waypoints 8: Check for the flight plan validity 9: end for 10:
end while 11: end for
The algorithm should ensure the following (see line 8):
1) The solution is valid, i.e. vehicles do not collide 2) The initial trajectories should ensure that generating a conflict The test set consists of 40,000 different problems grouped by the number of vehicles involved, from 2 to 5, in subsets of 10,000 tests. This classification, using the number of vehicles, is useful to study the scalability characteristics of the method. The number of vehicles is from 2 to 5 because is the number used in the experiments of ARCAS project.
B. Simulation results
Simulations have been carried out from the test set to check the properties of the proposed system. The tests have been performed in the same computer and under the same conditions.
The algorithms have been run in a PC with a 2GHz Dual Core processor and 2 GB of RAM. The operating system used was Kubuntu Linux with kernel 2.6.32. The code was written in C++ language and compiled with the gcc-4.4. 1.
The minimum horizontal and vertical separation between UAVs is shown in Figure 3 . These separation distance have to be calculated according to the dimension of each vehicle and their localization and control errors. The dimensions of the scenario are 10m × 10m. Two hundred tests have been performed for each subset. The number of intermediate waypoints, M , is set to 1. Therefore, each solution trajectory is composed of two segments. Each UAV should meet its ETA to perform the coordinated mission. The allowed speed for each UAV is between 0.3m/s and 2m/s, and k = 5. The speed in the first segment is chosen randomly and in the second one is computed to meet the ETA. If a particle does not meet the ETA, it is penalized. Table I shows the mean time of execution and the mean minimum cost considering two hundred tests and one hundred iterations in each test. The relation between the time of execution and the number of iterations performed is shown in Figure  4 . The dependence with the number of UAVs shows the scalability characteristics of the method. The speed should be changed in order to meet the ETA of each UAV. Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 show the information on the speed of each UAV involved. Each box of the figure depicts statistics of the two hundred tests performed for a given number of UAVs. The central mark is the median, the edges of each box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the whiskers extend to the extreme data points.
Note that the mean change of speed of each UAV is low and it increases as the number of UAVs increases. Moreover, the mean change of speed of each UAV involved in a test is similar. The median of the minimum costs computed in all the tests has been chosen as statistical indicator. This indicator indicates how much time it would cost to achieve a solution with certain level of optimality. This relates the cost in a given iteration to the obtained minimum cost in the corresponding problem. Figure 10 shows a normalization of the cost against the number of iterations. A line that marks the required number of iterations to compute for a 90% level of optimality is drawn. If the test set is executed in the same computer where the user has installed the proposed method, Figure 4 will provide an estimation of the time needed for that number of iterations, and therefore, that level of optimality.
For the cost normalization, a linear transformation, f (x) = ax + b, is applied to the actual cost values to set them in the range [0,1]. Therefore a and b are chosen in such a way that the maximum cost equals to 1 and the minimum cost equals to 0. Therefore, Depending on the number of UAVs, a solution of great quality, 90%, is computed between 20 or 47 iterations. This means that this kind of solutions can be computed between three and sixteen seconds by depending on the number of UAVs. This characteristic is important to apply this collisionfree 4D trajectory planning algorithm in real-time applications. Moreover, the algorithm based on PSO presents better results than the algorithm based on genetic algorithms presented in [30] .
Next, an anytime approach is considered. Figures 11, 12, 13 and 14 show how the quality of the solution improves as the time increases by using PSO. Two hundred simulations are considered for each number of UAVs. The quality of the solution is reported each ten iterations. The advantage of this approach can be noted because a good quality of solution of 75% is achieved on two or six seconds for 2 and 4 UAVs, and on eight seconds for 5 UAVs. Obviously, the quality of solution improves as the time increases. V. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we have presented a system to plan collision-free 4D trajectories based on an anytime stochastic optimization approach. The proposed system detects conflicts in trajectories of multiple UAVs using an algorithm based on axis-aligned minimum bounding box, and resolves them cooperatively using a collision-free 4D trajectory planning algorithm based on a simple one-at-atime strategy to quickly compute a feasible but non-optimal initial solution and Particle Swarm Optimization to improve incrementally the initial solution. The system provides a valid collision-free set of 4D trajectories at any time, so it can be used with low available computation times, although a sub-optimal solution will be obtained. Thus, the proposed system is well suited to situations with variable available computation times, depending on the number of UAVs and the distance to potential conflicts.
Other requirement to meet in coordinated missions is the ETA. The proposed system computes solution trajectories meeting the ETA of each to perform the mission.
The system has been validated with many simulations performed in different scenarios and several studies to analyze the characteristics of the system.
The main advantages of the proposed system with respect to the one presented in [9] are: it considers mulitple vehicles in the space and could be applied in real-time.
Future work will include the validation of the proposed system experimentally with UAVs.
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